QUICK START GUIDE

Featuring Doxem® Precise

FOR USE ONLY WITH THE PRECISION DELIVERY SYSTEM WITH DOXEM® PRECISE.

1. Load dry flowables into the PDS
   Remove bait cartridge from packaging & unscrew the lid. Remove protective film (if present) & firmly screw the bait cartridge into the underside of the PDS. Do not over tighten. Be sure to keep bait cartridge upright to prevent spillage.

2. Attach application straw
   Insert the appropriate application straw into the opening on front of the PDS.

3. Turn on the PDS to begin application
   Move the switch, located on the back of the PDS to the “ON” position.

4. Begin dispensing dry flowable bait
   Insert the appropriate application straw into the desired crack, crevice, or void. Depress the trigger for the appropriate amount of time. The trigger can be held down to dispense a continuous flow into a large void if necessary.

5. Average dispense rate:
   0.02 grams per 1 sec.
   Individual bait placements should be made for 3-8 seconds each. Be careful to NOT use the PDS in the upside-down position to reduce chances of accidental emptying of bait cartridge. (See reverse side for Application Rates)

6. Replacement of empty bait cartridges
   To replace an empty bait cartridge, simply unscrew the used cartridge and replace ONLY with CSI dry flowable cartridges.

7. Discard empty bait cartridges
   Discard each empty bait cartridge after use. Cartridges are not reusable. Do NOT refill with any products or use any products except CSI dry flowable cartridges in the PDS.

8. Proper storage for future use
   When application is complete, remove the cartridge from the PDS and store bait in original container with the lid securely attached.

To learn more visit CSI-PDS.COM.
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